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In recent years the study of hexadecapole degrees of freedDm in 
deformed nuclei attracta a great deal of interest. A rich experimen
tal information has been gained. The collective low-lying states with 

k 11 + + /1 2/= 3 and 4 have been reported (see, for instance ' ) which 
indicates the €xistence of a hexadecapole interact~on with ~~ = 43 

and 44. A number of investigations of hexadecapole degrees of freedom 
has been performed within the quasiparticle-phonon nuclear model/3 , 4/ . 
Nesterenko et al./5/ have succeeded in describing satisfactorily the 
energies, collectivity and principal two-quasiparticle components of 
low-lying k'1l = 3+ and 4+ states in the rare-earth nuclei a t fixed 
values of the constants of the hexadecapole interaction À~ = 43 

and 44. Earli~r, the giant hexadecapole resonances have been investi
gated/6/. 

The recent experimental data indicate a nece~sity of introducing 

a strong hex~decapole in~raction ~~ ~ 42. Ichihara et ale have 
shovrr/7,8/ that in the (P,P') reaction with E =:: 65 MeVthe expep 
~imental analysing powers and excitation croas sections for the level 
I 1f1{ -z: 4+1J' of the r: band in t'he rare-earth nuclei can be repro
duced by the coupled-channel calculations/~,1~/ only if the hexadeca

pole component jB~2 corresponding to a direct excitation of the 4+2cr 
level ia included in the optical potential expansion. An analogous re
sult was obtained for nuclei'66~{63Ey-in the (0(,0(') reaction at E~ = 
36 MeV/11,/ and earlier at E o(. = t 50 MeV/12/. It ia most interesting 

that isoscalar transition rates B( ISLt)'jIl- . .-,> 4"t2o ) e ll. p have unex
3-8 s.p.u./7,8,11/( B(IS~ )e'f forpectedly lar,e values amounting to 

168t r inl1 1 ia twice as large as tnat in/7 ,S/, most probably this is 

due to the fact that the coefficient 1/2 has been omitted in/ 11/ in 
the expression for the B([S À)exp for interband transi tions). To rep
roduce B(IS4,p:"'>t,.+2j)e,xp the interaction ÀjW = 42 has to be so 
strong that a JY -vibrational state turns out to be hexadecapole 
one though tradi tionally only qua.drupole forces Àj'A = 22 were used 
to describe this atate. ~oreover, B(E2,f!/t.-?2+2,r)e.i<I>and 8(ZJ"'2.1' 
~.-'2+1J')..e.xp canno t be described in this cas,/5/. Matsuo/ 13/ haa ex

plained the dependence of 8(I~"J on the mass number but did not
'.J'('Jtp . 

succeed in describing BUS4)-, BrIt5"2)-and B(E2j - values simulta
neously. 
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The pFesent paper is aimed at elucidating extremely large values 
of 8 (ISt}e;<p , providing a simultaneous description of the available 
experimental data and obtaining an estimate for the strength constant 
of the interaction AJA = 42. For this purpose the BfFS.2) and B(IS''') 
values'have been calculated in the RPA with a common system of 

16i ,1
equations for À".f1 = 22 and 42. For Fr with the maximal BII~4Je)(j> 

value the analysing powers and cross sect10ns for the (j),P') ;eaction 
have been calculated. ~he calculations were performed, as in/ 7,8/ , 
by the coupled-channel cede ECIS79/ 10/ but with ~he use of microsco
pic real inelastic form factors calculated within the falding-model. 
It ia to be noted that experiments with polarised particles suchasn ,81 

provide more information and 'impose rigorous constraints onthe cal

culations sinc~ the sarne set of parameters is used to describe not 
only the cross section but other characteriatics as well such as the 
analysing power in our case. 

We proceed with the descriptron of the method of calculations. 

~he model Hamiltonian includes an average field as the Saxon-Wouds 
potential, a monopole pairing interaction and the isosealar and iso
vector forces with ~~ = 22 and 42. The p~rameters of the Saxon
Wooda potential for the rreutron and proton systems were taken from/1~/ 
the aingle-particle spectrum was ~aken irom the rrottom of the poten
tial well up t~ +5 MeV. The pairing interactíon constants were chosen 

f4~) 

from the pairing energies. The constant deo was considered as a 
• • (1i2) 2 /5/fres parameter Wl. th an upper estl.mate~., .$ 0.015 fm IMeV • For 
Ut2) . (22)

each value of ~o. the constant JeD was chosen so as to reproduce 
the experimental energy of the 2+Z~ leveI. The isovector interac

. . {1-}A} . (/1."''15/
tion constants were obtained from the relation ir t = -1.2 ~o • 

The Hamil tonian including the muI tipole forces Àj'1 = 22 and 42 1s 
. Q7wrl.t~en t hz-ough the phonon operatora I"" i as-

f V' ( OJAJ ''',M) DÀI-' r' ~I""" 
f:.( -= z: E. 8('1'1) - ~ L i-,~ ((ir" +x, )( '1 D~ + 

f r À:= }.~.).~ l.' 

+ "D;J-i'"D;r'\ + (;r:oo.P!.Jeif>,fA))( 'D/,~I~:,M"~+ D:I"".D:""'-')l. (1) 

+. + ) 
. (Q".ti ~ 61"...)( ())"'~" + Qj'Al/ r 

where 

+ f -ç- f 1'1,' .+ 1"-' "[ 
9' Q,..:= I t-" l If/if'f' A {'!'fI'} ~,/ jI{tff') J " (2 ) 

d 

~ 2t' 

').fÚ "" J,JA .,..,.";A'
D1: =fi'é1: f t ?, "s« (f//fi'+ ~9)' O) 

Í';.~ 

L (Vt/~;' t?;;': - (j?;~, yr;~) -z: J;
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1- + + +
A

r 
Here (1f1f')'VoI.q. 01.'1" Bflf'/fr.....,oI.? cl.r; , 0<9' - Ls the creati?,n opera
tor of the one-quasiparticle state rr yri. th energy é 9' ' C is the 
one-phonon state number, is the single-particle matrix eleI:;, 
ment of the operator R(r) ('r;,~ +(-t}~y),_I") wi th the radial de
pendence R(r) =df1r)/ Jy where V{r) .Ls the spheri cal Saxon-Woods 

potential·, l4,,'f' ='Ú'f Z}+ ~ Uf,where -v.,.,v" are the Bogolubov 
transformation coefficients, 2:~ is the summation over the neu

,9-&'C 
tron (1; = n } or proton ('C =P ) states~ Using the variational 
principIe we get the secular equation for the phonon ~nergies ~~ 

(here index;M is omitted for simplicity) 

v..')vll.,JI. O·"vA.,À, O:a)XJ.."À. o.»)(A.,)..">.!
~ ... -(\/1 -t ?R_ 1\,., ~+n se; ., 

(A'>XA•.A. ~{-Â.)X ).(}.'_ VJ l }. l )X ).( >' a. '10 -(}.·)X).IÀ~ 
F(w) = 1~ - P <L ~ p 1 <. - P de. .. P . :: O, 

o'.>.Xll..lI.;L (".'vl.l.. v(A»X)'a.À~1 \OIA"')X~>-l> (5)
~-t ~ ~_ I' 11 ~+" <C_ '" 

"'o.!) X ".ft.. ;1l{).·)X I}.. A. ) . ()."~X).3.'" ~(}o.»X"'zÀ~f 
<li. _ P + P Je_ ~ • f' 

where cleY'\) =- ~O,) 1" 'beMt (J ~f , 
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>-( ).· jl =: r (6)
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where 4 H. is the cof'a ct or of the kE -th element of the 
determínant (6), ~ - is the normalization factor obtained irom ~he 

condã t í.on (4). It is seen from (1) that both the amplitudes tp(,', "".; 
JA'and t'f~' contain the quadrupole and hexadecapole terroso The tran

sition rate of the isoscalar transition between the ground state 0+0 

I 1Tk 
and i -th state has the form 

1f' 11 )"'12' 1 -.ç- ÃjA
B{ IS'A,J'l.-l K) = {DO AI' I< lÃ12 e L ~", tI'r· 

~'1'E 1'I,p T (B) 

( 
,#, +- 1~.Jo 11 

. lf/n' 'r 19'!h 
A,., 

where P~f' , ia the single-particle matrix element of the operator 
r" {Y;.j4 + (-1)""~'"I' ). . 

Unlike/7 ,B/ , the excitation cross sections aI~;I~JCl and analys
ing powers A{(J) for the 2+2tr and 4+2<1" leveIs in the (P,P") 
were calculated by using the microscopic real form fa~tors for inter
band transitions. AlI the remaining channels ,were treated in the same 
way as in/7 ,B/ within the ph~nomenological model of an asymrnetric ro
tator wi th the same parameters. The imaginary, spin-orbital and Cou
10mb parts of the optical potential were calculated for alI the chan
nels including interband transitions as it has been. done in/7 ,B/ . 

The foldingyotential/ 15 , 16/ for the proton-nuclear interaction 
is obtained' by averaging the effective nucleon-nucleon interaction 
over the microscopic transition density ~(r) calculated within the 
quasipart±cle-phonon model: . . 

UF(R)'" /.1(;) zr(R-F)/;; = ~ 

where 

U)!' ~'1.; 0.; {(}R' ~), (9) 
- "; 

" 
UA,.(RJ ~ 2:' [til< k 'iA (kR) 1i/k)fi,. fk) ( 10) 

1Ylk) -z: ~ff f/r rZ-j:o(frJ 17(I') , (11) 

tl' 

}AjA(K)=47íJtil" r2j~ fkr).fJ~lt). 

The %rana~ t Lon denai ty in the RPA ia written as 

(12) 

'".. ., 4 

.?>..r (I") ,!1Ií.+1 (L. O).j< I I.rKf) L. ~.::: (r) . 
Z' 'l'l'€I1,P r, 

1",' "u/ ( 13), 
. 'Uty 'I' ( 'f/Cf 9' + 'f'r; ,,) / 

where ;0;;(1') is the single-matrix element of the operator 

2 ;:::.., I'" A,
(rJ- d(r-r'J(0.~(r)+- (-f) y;'/,"{P)). 

As an effective interaction tTrr) one usually uses the isoto
.pically independent ft3Y interaction/16 , 17/ ,. 

(2)lp(-4r) ( 25· ) 
V-{y J = 7fYJ - 2131r 2f exP -. r ( 14)4r .. 2.S"r 

An exchange term responsible for antisymmetrization between an inci
dent nucleon and target-nucleons is taken in the form of the zero
range pseudopotential/ 1B/ 

seen 
rates 
tant 
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The results of our calculations are shown in figs. 1-3. It ia 
from fig.1 that for a group of'rare-earth nuclei the transition 

B{TS2.) decrease and 8(.It~) increase with increasing cons
of the isoacalar hexadecapole interaction ~:42J 
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F i g. 1. IsoBcalar transition rates B{IS'2,p.~ 
2+-2<:/,) (1eft) and B(ISI"jJr .... 4-+2~) (right). Tri

angles are the experimental values. The results of 
calcula~ions with ae14 2 ) = O are 
l1d lines, the aarne with ~f~) = 
the dashed lines, the same with 
- by the dashed- dotted linea. 
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• However, even 
">D~Z) a t t7'-() 

0.012 fm2/MeV 

when the calcu
lations provide 
somewhat under
eetimated valu
es for B(.I~2) 

(according to 
our calculations, 
an analogous 
behaviour takes 
place for 



B(E2JF"~ 2+2,)) ,the B(IS4) -values are several times as less
 

as the experimental ones. The calculations show that B(IS4) -valu


as are close to the experimental data only when the quadrupole for-

IH) 2 (22) 

ces are completely swi tched off { ~D :: 0.019 fm /MeV, ;eo :: 0),
 

L, e , when the 2+2 0 state is generated only by hexadecapole forces.
 
However, in this case the 8(Ig2) - and BfI,str) -values are under
 li]1
estimated by )-6 times as compared to the experimental data and the
 
2+2 õ state becomes the pure hexadecapole'one in contradiction with
 
the generally accepted ~-vibrational nature of this state (for
 

. (1,2) 2 
comparuson , at ~~ = 0.012 fm /MeV t he hexadecapole parts of the 

two-quasiparticle amplitudes of the 2+2 J' state amourrt to 40%, whe
(~2) 2 

reas at J!, :: 0.006 fm /MeV they are no t more than 20%). Note also 
(1,2) 2 .

that the value of ~o = 0.019 fm /MeV exceeds ,the upper est~mate
 
(~lJ 2,. /5/ .
 

~. < 0.015 fm /MeV g~ven ~n • So, a strong hexadecapole ~nterac-
tion necessary to reproduce 8(I~4Jexp seems to be in contradiction
 
with other available data. Such a discrepancy is due to the fact that
 
expressions (2) in/8,9/ and (4.7) in/11/ used to calculate the tran


si tion rates B(ISJ..)ef-P contain the contributions from both direct
 
and indirect channels of exci tation of 2+2 <f and 4+2 <:y states. We
 
have repeated cal'culations of B(I.Ç2 .r;: 2 +2J-)exp and B(Is»,
 

'JIt .... 4+-";)e,c.p using the formula (4.7) from/ 11/ and i t turned out that
 

t he contribution of indirect channels to B(rS2",r·-' 2 +2J'}l>'p is
 

abou t 10%and to 8(It4Jr.~4-+2J")et.p is 60%. Thus, extremely lar

ge values of I.3(I~4~ are mostly due to the contribution of indirect
 
excitation channels. The results of the RPA calculations of tran


sition rates, which take into account only direct excitations of the
 
2+2 j and 4+2 ó leveIs, (see (8)), should be compared with the va
lues of 8 tIS 2)(,,; O:J and B(I~'r~~p'CUf (J.9 a s p s u and J.) s s p u , are
s 

f68E . . (/,2)for r, respect~vely). In th~s case, at ~D = 0.006-0.012
 
fm2/MeV
 one obtains a qui te satisfactory description of B {IS2~-

B (E 2J- and B(.[S/~)- va.Lue s , 

One should be convinced that the st~cture of the JV-vibrati 
onal state used in the calculations of the B(I~À) -values will also
 

give the good description of the experimental data for the cross sec

tions and analysing powers/7,8/. Let us consider the nucleus 1~8'Er.
 
In this nucleus the ~ -vibrational state has the following struc

ture: pp 41.1 t 4111. - 39%, V\r'1 52)~ 521+ - 18%, nn 5211' 521~ - 11%, ':J't 
t:l" pp 413+ 411+ - 8%. These contributions of the basic two-quasipartic , I, 

le co~ponents to the state normalization d~pend rather weakly on the 
JdV2 value of ) 
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F i g. 2. Transition densities ~~~(~ and inelastics form factors 
- U~( .... ) for transi tions of m~l tipolari tias ~~ = 22 

and 42 from the ground state to tihe leveIs 2 2,t (left) and t\.+2.r 
(right). The calculations have been made wi th j?,J,2) = O (solid cur
ves), 'I!}f 2 l = 0.006 fm:J/MeV (daahed curves) and K:nJ = 0.012 fm~/MeV 
(dashed-dotted curves). 

Figure 2 shows the transition densities ~)~(~ and inelastic 
form fact-ors - U}..I' (r) for transi tiona from the ground state to the 

states 2+2J' with W = 0.821 MeV and 4+2J' with· (.,V = 0.995 MeV. 
They were calculated by formulae (1)) and (10) for different values 

(42.) •of ~o • It is seen from f~g.2 that the forro factors for both the 
transitions have a surface-peaked nature though ~+2(Hhas a large 
peak inside the nucleus. With increasing ~:"./-) the values of .."pzz1r) 

and - ((,ir) decrease whereas ,the values of "?,,2(r) and -[{;z (r) increa
se. 

The cross sections áa,/dn and analysing powers A (é?) in the 

( 151p l ) reaction for the 2+20' and 4+2 cf . leveIs calculated wi th dif
, (4-2)

ferent values 01' ~D are ~hown in fig.). It is seen that the agre

7 



2/MeVement with the experimental data is better at :Je/H 
) = 0.012 fm

and the excitation cross sections are quite well described in this 
case. Some discrepancy of the cross sections at large angles probab

/ 19/ly may be removed by taking the spin-orbital interaction and the 
antisymmetrization effects between incident nucleon and target-nucle
ons/20/ into account more exactly. As can be seen from fig.3 the des
cription of the analysing powers A(&) is inferior to that of the 
cross sections. However, theoretical curves reproduce on the whole 
the behaviour of the experimental dependences of A f&) , in parti 
cular, the position of maxima and minima. For the 2+2cV leveI with 
increasing ~/HJ the calculations give almost the sarne reeults for 
A(t» • It is well aeén that A[&J for the 4+2 ó leveI in the re
gion ().:s 600 is better described at ~/42) = 0.012 fm2/MeV• 

In summary, it has been shown that extremely large values of 
B(ISI" p. - ir +2)'Jeio? result from a considerable contribution to 
them of indirect excitation channels. By extracting the contribution 
of indirect channels from B(IS~)exf ,one succeeds in simultaneo
us description of 8(IS2)-, I3(E2.)- and I3(ISIt) - values within 

the RPA . 
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F i g. 3. Cross sections âI~/"ll ~left) and tnalysing powers 
Ato) (right) for the 2 2,}' and 4 2J'" le-vala. The 

calculations have been made wi th cr';Z} == O (solid curves), ~/4J} 
0.006 fm'fM.eV (daahed curves) and ~.'4J) 11I: 0~012 fm~/MeV (dashed
dotted curves).
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On the wpole the most satisfactory description of the transition ra
tes as well as croas sections and analysing powers ia obtained at 

U~ 2~D a 0.012 fm /MeV. Nevertheless, the existenca of the hexadeca.
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pole interaction À~ = 42 in deformed nuclei can be well establi 
shed only after the calculations for a larger number of nuclei excit 
ed	 in various reactions. So, the results of this paper should be 
considered as an indication of a large probability for this 
interaction to existo The value ~j42) = 0.012 fm2/MeV is 
merely an estimated strength for the A~ = 42 inte

raction (for comparison, in rare-earth nuclei the constants of some 
other interactions have mean values: ~!22J= 0.021-0.024 fm2/MeV,

" 
0.015 fm2/MaV/ 5/).~.(~4) = 0.022 fm2/ MeV and x!~~c It should al 

so be noted that for the first time the coupled-channel calculations 
of the cross sections and analysing powers in defqrmed nuclei have 
been performed in a microscopic way. 

The au~hors thank Professor V.~. Soloviev and Dr. S.N. Ershov 
for helpful discussions and Dr. N.Yu. Shirikova for help in numeri
cal calculations. 
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HecTepeHKo ~.O. ~ AP. E4-87-lI92 
O ponu r-excanekanoneuux can np~ on~cal:l~~ COCTORH~i1 y-nOllOCbl 
B RApax peAKo3eMellbHoi1 o611acT~ 

B paaxax nX<!J c o6l1\ei1 c~cTeMoi1 ypaBHeH~i1 AllR ;\p. = 22 ~ 42 cnenaau pacve.
Tbl ~30CKallRpHbIX np~BeAeHHblX eeponraoc reü B(ISL, gr .... 2+2 y) ~ B(IS4, gr .... 
... 4+Zy) , a TaKlKe <!J0pM<!JaKTopoB B np~6Jl~lKeHI1I1 <!JOllAI1Hr-nOl'eH4I1alla. npl1 I1CnOllb30
BaH~11 M~KPocKon~4ecK~~ <!JopM<!JaKTopoB AllR YPoBHei1 2+2 y 11 4+2 y B l~Er B paMKax 
MeTOAa CBR3aHHblX KaHallOB CAellaHbl paC4eTbl aHaIl113I1py~~~x cnoco6HocTei1 11 ce4e,I 

I H~i1 B036YlKAeH~R B peaK4~11 (p, p') c Ep = 65 M3B. nOKa3aHo, 4~ 3KCTpeMallbHO
ÔOllbWl1e 3Ha4eH~R B(IS4, gr .... 4+2y), nonyveuuue B peaKI.\l1RX (p,p') 11 (a, a'), 
oõycnoaneau B OCHOBHOM BKllaAOM HenpRMbIX «auanoa B036YlKAeHI1R, a He C~llbHblM 
reKcaAeKanOllbHblM B3aI1MOAei1cTB~eM À/1 =42 .I1Me~lI\l1ecR 3KCnepl1MeHTallbHble AaHHble 
YAaeTCR YAOBlleTBop~TellbHO on~caTb np~ YMepeHHOM 3Ha4eHl1l1 reKcaAeKanOllbHoro 
B3a~MoAei1cTBI1R ;lt(42)= 0,012 <!JM2"jM3B. 

o· 
Pa60Ta BbJnOllHeHa B Jlaõoparopau TE\opeTI14ecKoi;J <!J~3~K~ OIMII1. 

TIpenpHHT 06'be,!tHlleHHoro HHCTHTyrartnepasrx IIccne,n;OBaJIHH. )ly6Ha 1987 

Nesterenko V.O. et a l . E4-87-492 
On the Role of Hexadecapole Forces In Describing y-Band 
States in the Rare-Earth Region 

Carculatio~s are made for the isoscalar transition rates B(IS2, gr .... 
... 2+2y) and B(IS4, gr .... 4+2y) in the RPA with a common system of equat ions 
for À~ = 22 and 42,and for the inelastic form factors in tne folding-model. 
The analysing powets and cross sectlons in the (p, p') reaction wrth E = p 
= 65 MeV are calculated within the coupled-channel method by using the micro
scopic form factors for the l eve l s 2+2y and 4+2y in 168Er. l t is shown that 
extr-emely large values of B(IS'4, gr .... 4+2y) obta lned in t he, (p,p') ancf 
(a,a') reactions are mostly due to the contribution of rndirect excitation 
channels but not to a ~trong hexadecapole interaction A~ = 42. A mocferate 
value of the hexadecapole interaction constantJC(~2) = 0.012 prov i desfm2/MeV 
a satisfactory description of the avanabte experimental data. 

J The investigation has been performed at the laboratory of Theoretica~ 
Physics, JINR. 
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